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Introduction
A number of experimental and bioinformatics analyses results in sets of co-regulated, co-expressed or co-occurring enzyme-coding genes. Our aim is the
prediction of metabolic pathways from these enzyme-coding genes, which are assumed to be functionally related. In contrast to pathway matching
approaches, pathway discovery can detect variants or combinations of known metabolic pathways.
In addition, it can be applied to organisms whose metabolism is unknown, but for which sets of functionally related, annotated genes are available.

Methods
The idea of pathway discovery is the following: Given a set of seed reactions and a generic or organism-specific metabolic network, a sub-network is
extracted by connecting the seeds in the input network. This sub-network represents the predicted metabolic pathway [1].
We have recently evaluated a number of sub-network extraction algorithms on known pathways [2] and found that the combination of a random walk-based
approach [3] with a Steiner tree heuristic [4] yields reasonable prediction accuracies.
A major problem of pathway prediction are hub compounds such as ATP or H2O, which are involved in hundreds of reactions. Naïve graph algorithms will
traverse these hub compounds preferentially, thus predicting biochemically unrealistic pathways. We deal with the hub compound problem in two ways: (1)
by weighting the metabolic network [5] and (2) by employing the KEGG RPAIR database [6], which provides reaction-specific main/side compound
annotations. We found that the accuracy achieved with a combination of these approaches is superior to that of each approach alone [7].
When predicting pathways from enzyme-coding genes, the input genes have to be associated to reactions. This is not an easy task, as genes, EC numbers
and reactions are linked by a many-to-many relationship. In addition, it is not clear whether input reactions obtained from genes should be grouped genewise, EC number-wise or reaction-wise. We prefer the EC number-wise grouping of reactions, because multi-functional enzymes may contribute several
reactions to a pathway, whereas reaction-wise grouping introduces too many irrelevant reactions in case of imprecise gene-reaction mappings.
We developed a pathway extraction tool, which accepts a set of enzyme-coding genes, links them to reactions and predicts a pathway from these.

Study case

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1

3. Predicted pathway.

aruCFGDB operon containing genes:
PA0895, PA0896, PA0897, PA0898, PA0899
1. The genes are given as input to the
pathway extraction tool, which is a part of
the Network Analysis Tool suite (NeAT) [8].
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Intermediate
reaction associated
to a P. aeruginosa
gene.

Missing P.
aeruginosa gene in
KEGG for EC
number 2.6.1.81.

2. Result of gene to
reaction mapping.
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proline
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4. KEGG maps overlapping with
predicted pathway.
Arginine and proline metabolism

Reactions are mapped to
their main reactant pairs.
PA0897 and PA0896
are associated to the
same EC number,
because they code for
sub-units of the same
enzyme.

PA0895 codes for a
bifunctional enzyme
associated to two
EC numbers.

Input reactions can be grouped genewise (“Keep the groups”), EC numberwise or reaction-wise (“Treat each
seed as a separate group”).

The predicted pathway is highlighted in orange
(intermediate nodes) and blue (seed nodes) in
the P. aeruginosa -specific KEGG map of
arginine and proline metabolism. EC numbers
associated to P. aeruginosa genes are colored in
green.

The predicted pathway
reproduces correctly the
arginine succinyltransferase (AST) pathway.

In the P. aeruginosa-specific KEGG
map, this EC number is not linked to
any gene, thus forming a gap.

Conclusions & Perspectives
Our methodology predicts pathways from functionally related, enzyme-coding genes and can thus propose pathways for organisms with unknown
metabolism but known operons and regulons. In case of organisms where operons and regulons are not yet annotated, the idea is to predict them by
combining pattern discovery in bacterial promoters with phylogenetic footprinting.
This approach will be applied within the MICROME project (http://www.microme.eu), which will establish pipelines involving both computational and
experimental approaches in order to assemble metabolic pathways and to reconstruct metabolic networks in bacteria.
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Availability
NeAT is available at: http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/neat/
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